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I  N T  R 0  D U C T  I  0  N 
'  .  .. 
1.  The  latest Rep~rt submitted  by  th~ Commission  to  the ~ouncil on 
.  '· 
the  "application of the principle  of  equal  pay  for  men  and  women_- Situa-
tion on  the 31  December  1972''  (Dtic.  SEC(73)  3000  final  of  18th July  1973), 
dealt  only with  the  way  the  situation has  evolved  since  1958  irr the  six 
original Member  States of  the European  Community,  but added  that a 
complementary report  on  the  situation in the  three  new  Member  States 
would  be  prepared. 
As  a·matter of  fact 9  Article  119  is,  from  the 1st 0f January 1973, 
applicable  to  the  new  Member  States -which  are  also,  as  from  that  same 
date,  in· the  s·ame  si  tuaticn as  the  original Member  States,  a'S  regards  the 
Resolution of  the  30th December  1961  of the  Conference  of Member  States 
(Article  3  of the  Act  concerning  the  conditions  of accession  and  the 
adjustments  to  the Treaties).  Consequently,  it has  been  deemed  necessary 
not  only  to  draw  up  an  inventory of  the  existing situation in the public 
and private sectors,  but also  to recall the  measures  taken  by  the  Govern-
ments  ahd  the  social partners  to  achieve  equal  pay. 
As  in the past,  the  Commission  asked  fer  the  collaboration of 
Governments  and  social partners by  forwarding  a  detailed questionnaire 
to  them.  The  replies to this questionnaire(1)  were  updated  to  the 31st 
December  1973  at  a  meeting  of  the  "Special Group  Article  119"  which  was 
held  on  29th March  1974. 
The  report is made  up  of three parts.  ~~_[  analyses first of 
all the  nature  and  the  coverage  of Article 119,  then recalls the  main 
(1)  For  Denm~~, the  reply to  the  questionnaire  was  prepared  by  the 
Ministryfpf Labour  in consultation with  the  National  Confederation 
of  Danis~  Trade  Unions  (L.O.)  and· the Danish  Employers  Confederation 
(D.A.);  for  Ireland,  the  reply  of  the  Government  was  approved  by  the 
Irish  Congress  of Trade  Unions  and  the  Federated  Union  of Employers; 
for  the  United  Kingdom 1  the  answer  was  agreed  between  the  Government 
and  the  Confederation of British Industry. - 4  - ·V/171/1/74-E 
problems  which  emerged  on  it? b,eing  applied  and  the results so  faro 
Part II describes  the situation existing in  the  new  Member  States at 
various levels  (public  sector,  private  sector,  collective  agreements, 
'  '  ~  '  .  . 
orders regarding wages'·  complementary  systems  of  social security). It 
also presents  some  national statistical data  on  the differences in  wag~ 
•· 
rates and  effective  earnings  together with  a  summary  of  some  of  the  more 
general  problems  of  the  employment  of women.  Part III deals  with  the 
recent measures  taken  at legislative level as well  as  in  colle·~tive 
bargaining to  apply  the principle of  equal  pay. 
The  final  part contains  the  11..Q,£:'1clus!gns"  of the  Commission  which 
should  constitute the  guidelines  for  future  action by all interested 
parties: public authorities.,.social pax-t.ners  and. th.e.Commission.itself. ,-:- 5  - V/171/1/74-E 
A.  THE  PRINCIPLE  OF  ESUAL  p~ 
Foreword 
2..  Since  1 .January 1973,  article  119  of  EEC  Treaty is·binding for 
Denmark,  Irel~nd and  the  United  Kingdom.  From  the  same  day,  the  Resolu-
tion of the  Conference  of  the  Member  States  of 30  December  1961,  and 
its interpretation of the  provisions  of article 119,  is of application 
.  ( 1 ) 
to  these States  •  Therefore 1  it seems  useful  to recall here  the 
meaning  of  the  principle  of  equal  pay_  for  men  and  women.  - as  construed 
by  the Institutions  of the  Community,  the  Member  States and  the social 
partners - and  the  main  legal problems  which  have  arisen since  1958  in 
the  original Member  States(2). 
I. The  application of  arti£1..e  119.and  the  problems  arising therefrom 
3.  The  main  question which  arose  from  the  very  beginning,  at the 
legal level,  was  whether  Article  119  constituted a  provision 
that could be  directly applied.  Had  it done  so,  in fact,  it would  have 
created rishts for  individuals which·national legal authorities were 
bound  to  safeguard. 
------·-------------------------
{1)  Art.  3,  N°  3  of the  ACt  concerning  the_Conditions  of Accession  and 
the Adjustments  to  the Treaties  :  '~he new  Member  States are in the 
same  situation as  the  original  Me~ber States in.respect  of  declar~ 
ations  or resolutions  of,  or  other positions  taken  up  by,  the  Council 
and  in  re~pect of  those  concerning the  European  Communities  adopted 
by  commori~agreement of  the  Member  States;  they will accordingly 
observe  *e.principles and  guidelines deriving.from  those declarations, 
resoluti~s or  other positions  and  will  take  such measures  as may  be 
necessarfrto  ensure ·.their  implementation".  · 
. ' 
(2)  The  paragraphs  of  this chapter are,  in the  main,  excerpts  from. the 
"Report  to  the  Council  on  the  application of  the principle  of,  equal 
pay  for  m~n and  women  - Situation  on  the  31  bec~mber 1972''  (Doc.  N° 
SEC(73)  3000  final  of  18 July 1973). - '6  - V/'171/1/'?4-.E 
The  EEC  Treaty contains a·series of.  proVisions  which  have  been 
recognised as directly applicable  by  the Court  of Justice of  th~  E~..;.ro:pean 
Communities.  According  to  this  jurisprudence,  this character  l:las  to  be 
accepted  for all those  provisions  which  contain precise,  complete oblig-
ations  and  which  do  not  give  the States concerned  any right  to  exer.cise 
discretion  i~ such  a  way  as  to  exclud• either all or  some  of  the  effects 
of their obligations under  the Treaty.  Consequently,  these  provisions 
can  be  invoked  before  a  national  judge,  if the State concerned allows 
the  stipulated deadline  to pass  by  without  complying  with  the  obligations 
imposed  upon it by  the provisions. 
As  far as Article  119  is concerned,  one  finds  that it.meets ·with 
these criteria in  a  different  way  according  to  whether  the  principl~ of 
equal  pay has  to  be  put  into effect in the  relationship  between  the 
States and  individuals,  on  the  one  hand,  .or  in the relationship between 
individuals,  on  the ·other.  Whilst  in  the  first instance it·is evident 
that the obligation  stemming  from  Article 119  binds .the Member  States 
directly, it seems,  on  the  other hand,  that  one  cannot  very well  assume 
that Article  119 is directly applicable 'to  the relationship between 
individuals.  One  notes,  above  all,  that  the  aforementioned  jurisprudence 
of.the Court  of Justice  has  been  developed  through  the interpretation of 
provisions  of  the Treaty concerning the relationship between States and 
individuals.  In order  to  be  directly applicable  to  the  relationship 
between individuals,  Article  119  would  have  had  to  be  drafted objectively 
a.nd  addressed  to individuals,  as is the case  for  Article  85  of the  EEC 
Treaty,  for  example.  However,  Article  119  refers solely.to the Member 
States. 
In addition,  the  problem  bf disparities in this sphere is  ~ery 
complex  and  demands  various and  multi.ple  actions  for its solution.  The 
putting into effect of-the principle of equal  pay  ought  to  be  the result 
of  the action which  t~~ States are  ob~iged to  take  or to  p~omote under 
t~e terms  of Article 119. - 7  - V/171/1/74-F. 
A fortiori  thia  conclusion  appli~s to. Convention  N°  100  of  the 
ILO,  which  has  now  been  ratified  by all the  original Member  Stat~s,  by 
Denmar·k  ·in  ·1960  and  oy  the  United  Kingdom  in 1971 ~  In fact,  the oblig-
t-.  (l)  .  c  .f"  d  a  ~ons  ·  wh~ch this  onvention  imposes  on  the States which  have  rati~~e. 
it are.of no  greater legal  scope  than  those  which result  from  Article 
119  of the  EEC  Treaty,  backed-up  by  the Resolution  of. the Conference  of 
the  Member  States of  30  Decembe~ 1961. 
--------------------
(1) ·Article 2  of  the  said Conventi.on  stipulates  that  : 
1.  Each  Member  shall,  by  m·~ans  appropria.te  to  the  methods  in operation 
for  det<::rm:Lning  rat8S  of remu:1eration,  promote  and,  in so  far  as 
is consist:nt with  such me'!::hods,  ensure  the  appli~ation to·all 
workers  of  the  principle of equal remuneration  fl)r  men  and  women 
wor,kers  for  work  of. equal  value. 
2~. This principle  may  be  applied  by  means  of 
a)  national  laws  or regulations; 
b)  legally established  or  recognised machinery  for  wage  determina-
tion; 
c)  collective  agreements  between  employers  and  workers;  or 
d)  a  combinat:Lon  of  these  various  means. - 8 - V  /171/1/7Lt-E 
4.  As  we  have  seen;  the  only rights which  ~an be  invoked before  a 
national court  are  those  following  from  national-laws  and  statutes or, 
poss::.bly,  from  a  colle(;ti  ve  agreement  or  an  individual work  contract. 
It is clear that,  wi~hin a  country,  two  methods  can  be  used,  either 
separately or together,  by  the public authorities  : 
through legislation,  the worker  can  be  given  a  personal right  to 
neqrial  payn,  quite  independently of  the  contents  of collective agree• 
ments; 
- signatories of collective agreements  can  be  obliged  to  include  the 
principle of equality in their agreements  and~  by  this very  token, 
undertake  to  respect it. 
The  second  method,  when  used  in isolation,  is undeniably inadequate 
indeed,  on  the  one  hand,  not  all workers  are  covered  by collective agree-
ments --and,  on  the  other hand,  effective penal ties may  be,  in some  countries  1 
difficult to  establish and,  furthermore,  to  apply. 
This difficulty was,  moreover,  recognised  by  the  Resolution of 
the  Conference  of  the  Member  States of 30 December  1961,  in which  the 
signatories declare  that  they  "will take  •••  the  appropriate  steps  ••• 
in order  to  ensure  that the  principle  of equal remuneration  for  men  and 
women  is applied  to  female  workers,  in  such  a  way  that this principle 
might  be  protected  by  the  courts,  These  steps,  wh~ch will entail either 
legal and  statutory measures  or,  when  this- me ~.fs  orga~.~d an£ 
~e~uateL the  interv~ion of  compulsory  col~ctive agreements,  ought 
to result in the principle of  equal  pay  for  men  and  women  being put 
into effect". ...  9  ..  V/171/1/?4~E 
II:!:.  "~qu-:Jl  pav17  and  "equal  'llork" 
"'-·"'"'- ~.:.~...& .....  -..!o:r  ..... d __  ...,  ..  4t..,_..__,...;........,.~·~--G'~~~ ~ 
pa;y" 
Art:_cle  119  is ·very explicit in respect  of  the  notion  of  "equal 
"for  the  purposes  of  this Article,  "pay"  shall mean  the  ordinary 
be.s~.c  or  minimum  ... rage  or  salary  and  any  other consideration whether  in 
cash  or in kind,  which  the  worker  receives,  diiectly or  indirectly,  in 
respect  of his  empl6yment  from  his  ~mployer''·  It is clear that  the 
first part  of the  sentence refers  to  basic  wage,  usually  fixed  by  agree-
m.snt  and  th·at the  last part is composed  of  any  other  payment  made  by 
.  '  ~ 
th~ employer to  th8  worker  by  virtue  of  work  carried out  ioe.  that part 
of wages  which is over  and  above  basic  wage  (bonuses  and  oth~r compensa-
~i6ns1  etc  a.R).  Consequ0ntly 1  until now,  with  the  exception of the 
i:'1stance  de&cribed in the  following point,  as  far  as  the  definition of 
ber..efi ts paid  "~!'.!..S.!ll'' is  concer:r:.ed,  the  notion of "equal  pay"  has 
neve:.·  caused  any  prJblems,  up  to  now.,  neither in respect  of work  paid 
by  the  hour,  nor  in respe0t  of piecework. 
Article  119  gives  no  prec:ise  definition of the  notion  of  "equal 
work''•  However,  it is worth  me~tioning that  a  broad  interpret~tion has 
always  been  used,  not  only  by  the institutions of  the  Community  (Recommend-
ation of the  Commission  dated 20  July 1960  and  Resolution of the  Confer-
ence  of Hember.  States on  30 December-··1961.),  but  also--by-na.tional~leg.Lsla­
tio:ns  and  by  the  Courts. ...  10  - V/171/1/74-E 
IVo  fom~}ement~~ social_~ecurity syst~~ 
6.  As  has  been  stated in the  previous point,  the  interpretation of 
the  expression  :  "consideration  •••  whic:P  the  worker  receives indirectly" 
posed  a  legal problem  in  connec~ion with  only  one  of its aspects.  One 
might,  indeed,  easily have  taken it to  include  a  1·eferenco  to  1'indirect 
pay11 ,  that is,  the  various  benefits  stemming  from  social security  systems~ 
The  Court  of Justice of  the  European  Communities  had  occasion to  give  a 
verdict  on  this matter  on  25  May  1971i  in case  80/70.  It formally ruled 
out  the  possibility of legal social security systems  and,  in particular, 
retirement  pension  systems  coming  under  the  field  of  application of 
Article  119,  but,  in principle,  accepted  the  possibility of it including 
social security systems  and  allowances  comprising  "an  element  of negotiated 
agreement within the  company  or  the  occupational branch  concerned11 o 
The 'reference  to  complementary  social· security systems  seems  clear 
and,  on  the  basis of available information,  they  have  been  included in 
the present report in the  same  way  as  they  had  been  included in the 
previou~ report  devoted  only  to  the  origina~ Member  States. - 11  - V  /17'1/1/74-E 
Foreword  --
7.  This  section  cont~ins a  description of  the  situation in  the  new 
Me~ber States of EEC  especially before article 119  of the  EEC  Treaty 
beca111e  of  application to  them.  Of  course,  p·ressures  a,nd  trends  towards 
equal  pay existed before  the  accession  to  EEC  and  a  number  of  steps had 
been  taken  to  introduce  equal  pay  in several instances.  In particular 
the United  Kingdom  introduced  comprehensive  equal  pay legislation in 
·1970,  Hcwaver,  this  does  not  come  into  operation until December  1975Q 
8.  In .£2!:.2!2-.:ds.'  the  Civil Servants  Act,  1921,  :provided  for  the  placing 
of posts in pay grades  which,  in principle,  implied  equ~l pay  for  men  and 
.womena  Neverthelessv  the  salaries payable  to  meti  and  wbmen  differred, 
as  regards  the  family  allowances,  which  were  payable·to married  men,  and 
not  to married  women.  That  difference  was  abolished  by  the  Civil Servants 
(Salaries  and  Pensions,  etc.)  Act  of  7  June  1958. 
9.  In  1~~~.~3_,  in the  civil service  and  the  teaching  profession,  which 
are  the  main  groups  inv0lved in the public service,  there  are  three  broad 
categories. of  salary scales  as  follows 
a)  ~.les differentiated  on  the  basis  of  marriag~ 
These  apply  to  the  teaching profession  and  in  the  civil.service 
they apply,  in  general,  to  administrative,  executive,  clerical and 
similar grades  composed  of  men  and  women  recruited at  a  fairly young 
age.  Under  marriage-differentiation,  one  scale  applies  to  women  and 
unmarried  men  and  a  higher  scale  to'married men.  The  minima of both - 12  - V/171/1/74  .. -E 
s~ales are usually  the  same  for  recruitment  grades  but  at  1  January 
1973  the'maximum  of  the  salary for unmarried  men  and  women  was  abo{J.t 
80  % of  that  for  married  men. 
b)  scales differentiated  on  the  basis of sex 
--~~-.,.......~---.~---------o.o..;..-.;.;.o.,_.o;._--....;..  ........ 
Nearly all professional  and  technical  grades e.g.  engineers, 
architects,  draughtsmen,  have  this type  of  salary scale.  Under  sex-
differentiation one  scale applies  to  women  and  a  high~r scale  to 
men  irrespective  of whether  they are married  or  unmarried.  Again, 
the  mi~ima of  both  scales are  usually_ the  same  for  recruitment  grades 
ru1d  at  the  maximum  the  salary for  women  is 80 % that  of men,  as  in 
the  case  mentioned  above~ 
c)  ~_§.les_which are  not  d:i.fferent~_i 
These  t:~.ppJ.y  to  grades  compoF;ed  entirely of mer.  or· wcrnen  eGg. 
postmen,  clerical  assist~nts.  Only  one  scale applies  to  each  grade. 
·10.  In  the  Uni  teci  Ki.E£i_~,  discriminations in pay 'have  been  removed 
in most  of  the collective agreements  of  the public·sector•  For  example, 
non-manual  women  in  th~ ~ivil Service,  Local  Authorities,  Post  Office, 
National  Health-Sei~ice and  the  ~ublic utilities had  achieved  equal  pay 
by  early 1960. 
11.  Coming  now  to  the  access  to·emploYment;  in Denmark:  statutory 
provision was  made  in  1921  for  women  and  men  to  have  equal  access  to  all 
statutory ~ivil Service 'posts  and  offices .and  equal  obligation to  accept 
all civic duties.  Only  ecclesiastical and military posts and  offices 
were  exempted  from  that rule.  Since  1947,  the  only exceptions are  those 
concerning  certain military posts  (Army,  Air Force  and Navy). - 13  - V/171/1/74-E 
12.  In  Irelan~,  married  women  were  not,  until July 1973,  admitted to 
the  Civil Service.  Always  in the  Civil ,Service  a  substantial proportion 
of  women  are  employed  in  the  all-women  grade  of Clerical Assistant  (which 
carries out typing duties  and  lower clerical duties).  Men  are  not at 
present  admitted  to this grade.  However,  the  possibilit'y of opening  up 
all Civil  Se~vice grades  hitherto restricted to  one  sex is under  review 
following  a  recommendation in the  matter  by  the  Commission  on  the Status 
of women. 
13.  In the ,!!,J;?;!!ed  Kin6d£!,  there  are no  statutory obstacles to women 
having  the  s~e access  to  employment  opportunities as  men  and  in the 
non-industrial civil service  the  princivle of equality of opportunity 
has  long  been  established. 
As  far as  the  rest  of the public  sector is concerned,  Local 
Authorities  (including teachers)  have  followed  the  Civil Service  example; 
and  in  the nationalised industries staffs have  either already achieved 
a  similar position or are  near  to it. ·Throughout  the  public  sector 
women  have  the  same  conditions  of work  as  men  and  in principle  equal 
access  to· jobs  .. ·  Nevertheless,  the  number  of  women  occupying  senior 
posts  is  relatively low  compared  with  the  number  of  men. 
II.  Pr~vat.e sector  collective  ~greements 
1°)  LLe~d of  aPElication of  collective  a~eements  __  ~d natuLe  oJ 
1Pe wage  rate 
14.  ~~  has,  compared  to  some  other European  countries,  a  relativ-
ely high  organising percentage.  This means  that  there  are no  sectors 
or  branches  without  a  collective agreement.  Within  the  singlA  brunch there 
may  naturally  be  firms  which  are not  covered  by  an  agreement;  this 
may  among  other  things hold  true  of  small  firms.  In  fields  where  collect-
tive agreements  have  been  made  all the  employed-in  a  firm,  wheth~r organised 
or not,  are  covered.  It happens,  moreover,  that unorganised  employers,  who 
.!  ,,, ! 
):  _.~  ~.-
• I  I I  'I  j I  (  .,--:i:J 
have  not entered into  an  agreement,  follow  the  stipulations in the 
collective agreements  that  have  been  made  for  the  field of  trade in 
qu'estion.  Collective  agreements  lay  down  basic  wages,.  ei  the_r  called 
"standard wage"  or  ''minimum  wage".  These  terms  differ in so  far  as  the 
"minimum  wage"  is only  a  lower  limit  as  the  wage  of  each worker is 
normally and  generally fixed  for  each individual at  a  higher level, 
specifically by  supplementary  payments  related to  the  work  done,  whereas 
the  "standard wage"  is an  effective  wage  such  that  workers  cannot,  in 
principle,  demand  collective increases.  These  two  types  of  wages 
appear in different activities.  The  "minimum  wage"  is used in metal  and 
steel \'lorks  and  also  for  office workers  and  for  salesmen.  The  "standard 
wage"  is used  in other industrial sectors and  for  civil servants  and 
Local Government  Officers whose  status is fixed  by  agreement.  Beside  a 
specification of  the basic  wage  (standard  or minimum  wage),  collective 
agreements  cont'ain  the  payment  of  a  number  of  bonuses  for  various  work 
functions,  seniority bonuses  etc.  On  the other  hahd,  s~v~~al w~ge 
systems  imply  the  payment  of  personal  bonuses,  agreed  upon  between. 
the singleemployer and  the  wage  earner.  Both  in the  fields  of the 
"standard.  wage"  and  of  the  "minimum  wage"  it is estimated  th~t'~  for . 
skilled workers,  half the  pay  increases are  due  to  wage~drift and  half 
as  per  the  systems  provided  for in collective agreements.  For all 
employees,  in the  period 1959-1971,  a  third of  pay  increases  was  per 
collective agreements,  a  third was  due  to  wage  indexing  and  a  third to 
wage-drift. 
15.  In  lrel~, since  1970 the National Wage  Agreements negotiated 
by  the  Employer/Labour  organisations  have  applied  to  the  vast majority 
of workers.  In the  absence  of  any  formal  system of notification of pay 
increases it is not  possible,  however,  to  give  with  any  degree  of certain-
ty  the  precise number  of workers  who  have  had  the  terms  of  the National 
i'Jages  Agreements  applied  to  them.  From  the  information  and  evidence 
available it.can,  nevertheless, ·be stated that  the  overwhelming majority 
of  employees  in the  country have  participated in the  agreements.  No 
comprehensive  information is  a~ailable on  wage  rates or  on  the  eventual. 
"wage-gap"  or "wage-drift". - 15  - V/171/1/74-E 
In  the  .!L~JJ~. Ki~~  it is estimated  that  some  13  million manua1 
workers  are  covered  by  nati.onal  collective agreements  or  Wage  Ret:,"Ulation 
Orders.,  Th;i.s  leaves  between  1  and  2  million- not  so  covered·.  Many  of 
them  are in unorganised i.e. "non-unionised" activities such  as private 
domestic  service,  office cleaning,  etc.  Outside  the public  sector,  most 
non-manual  employees  are  not  organised  or  covered  by  collective agree-
ments~  In  many  cases  salaries are  negotiated  on  an  individual basis 
between  employer  and  employee.  it is estimated  that  about  4 million 
employees  are  involved  of whom  roughly  one  third are  female. 
Information is not  available  on  the  differences between  the rates 
of pay  people actually receive  for  particular classes of  work  and  the 
corresponding rates in national  agreements  or  wages  regulation orders. 
2 °)  vJage  rates  for  men  and  women 
17.  The  demand  for  equal  pay is an  "in agreement"  demand  that has 
been  advanced  for  many  years  in Denmark.  It may  be  mentioned that equal 
pay in principle  was  implemented  in  the public  sector in 1958.  On  the 
private labour market  equal  pay  was  obtained in the  butchering trade 
during  the  period 1961-66  and  likewise  in the  field  of  commerce  and· 
sala~ied employeei  during  the period 1963-65. 
The  social partners  have  always  realised that  equal pay is not 
a  principle that  can be  implemented all at once  from  a  relatively bad 
starting position.  It is necessary,  in fact,  to  take  level of  production 
costs  and  the  competing ability of  trade into consideration,  and  this 
has  especially been  of  importance  for  a  country like Denmark  with  a 
relatively high  foreign  trade. 
In  1961  the  difference in the  typical wage  rates  for  men  and 
women- here  exemplified  from  the  iron  and  metal industry- was  1,26 
kroner  or 27  %.  During  the years  the  difference  haa  been neutralised 
in the  following  way  : V/171/1/'74  .. ]!; 
Minimu.!!l-Wa~~e_Ra  te_..fE.E~li.§:.!l~nd  Women  within  '  l 
~~:r:2!LC!!.ld Me t.~-1  .::dus trz 
Date  Wage  Rate  Difference  Female  Rate i  Men  Women  in ¢re  in pet. 
__ft 
' 
1/3/61  461  335  126  72~7  ~ 
1/3/63  548  429  119  78.3 
1/9/64  580  471  109  81.2 
1/3/66  703  588  115  83.6 
1/3/67  765  660  '  105  86.3 
1/6/68  862  749  113  86.9 
1/3/69  955  852  103  89.2 
1/3/70  1010  911  99  90.2 
1/9/70  '! 1069  965  104  90.3 
1/3/71  1170  1085  85  92.7 
1/3/72  1280  1210  70  94.5 
' 
The  national  agreement  concluded  at inter-professional level 
between  the  workers  1  Confederation L.O.  and  the  employers'  Confederation· 
D.A.  in  1971  and  which is the. reference  point  of  most  collective  bargaining 
in Denmark,  fixed  different  rates for  both  the  "minimum  wage"  and  the 
"standard wage".  These  differences· were  once  again present in collective 
agreements  for  activities and,  at  the  level  of undertakings,  in piecework 
scales.  In some  activities where  female  labour is important  (for example 
breweries,  tobacco,  textile  and  clothing)  the  "standard"  ho~rly rate,  at 
1st of March  1971,  was  12.30 Kr  for  men  and  11  Kr  for  women;  in electronics, 
the  "minimum  s~lary" at that  same  date was  11.70 Kr  for  men  and  10o85  Kr 
for  women. 
It must  finally be  added  that  a  committco  was  set up .. between _the 
social partners during the  peri.od  1/3/1971,...1/3/1973,  whose  task  was 
to  prepare  the  final  implementation of  equal  pay. 
18.  In !£eland,  wage  discrimination is very  widespread  in collective 
agreements  throughout  all activities.  The  pattern of wage  increases 
since  1959  shows .that-.womerL have  .. EJ.ways- rec~ived. somewhat  lower  increases V/171/1/74-E 
than  men,  although this difference  has  been signi.ficantly·reduced. 
}t,Me  ~pun~  t!,~lJ.g  Women  (£) 
7th  (1959)  0.50  - 0.75  0.30  - 0.50 
8th  (1961)  1,.00- 1.25  0.50  - 0.75 
9th  (1964)  12%  (£1  Min.)  12% 
10th  (1966)  1.00  0.70 
11th  (1968)  1.  75  - 2.00  1.30- 1.50 
12th j1969-70)(1)  3.50 - 4.25  2.80  3.40 
In  the  1970 National Agreement,  women  obtained,  except  where 
there  were -more  favourable  provisions in  th~ industry agreements,  85% 
of  the  amount  paid  to  men  (£2  minimum).  In the  1972  National Agreement, 
the  differences  in wage  increases were  once  more  reduced  (9%  on  the 
first £30  of weekly  wage  with  a  guaranteed increase of £2•50  per  week 
for  adult  males  and  of £2.25  for  adult  females)(2).  Moreover,  in 1972 
the  basic rates of  pay  of unskilled and  sem~~~killed female  workers  in 
several collective agreements  in manufacturing industry ranged  from  60% 
to  70%  of  the basic  male  rate.  In the distributive  trades  the  correspond-
ing  figures  ranged  from  oppr6ximately  75%  to  85%  of.  the  basic  male rates (3). 
19.  · ·  In  the  ~nited Kingdo!,  the  Equal Pay Act,  1970,  reqtiires discrimina-
tion in collective agreements  to  be  removed  by  the  end  of  1975.  In the 
meantime  the  position is fluid.  The  Department  of Employment  only has 
records  of national collective arrangements  for  manual  workers;  of  these, 
(1)  The  12th round  for  the  public  Qervice  gave  ~qual  increase~ for  men 
and  \oromen,  as  did all subsequent  rounds. 
(2)  The  1974  National  Wage  Agreement  gave  equal  increases  to all workers. 
"' 
(3)  Commission  on  the status of women,  Report  to Miniater  for Finance, 
Dublin,  1972,  N°  42. 18  i I  I  (  I 
'·' 
some  155  provide  for  basic  wages,  minimum  entitlements,  etc.  which are 
different for  men  and  women. 
·  For  instance,  at  the  end  of  1973,  in the  industry group ·"Food, 
drink  and  tobacco"  in  two  agreements  and/or  wage  regulation orders,  the 
wage  rates  for  women  were  between  70%  and  79%  of  the  men's rates,  while 
in nine  cases  they were  between  80%  and  89%,  the  others being  90%  and  over; 
in the "textile industry"  one  agreement  had  women's  rates under  7Cf/o  of 
men's rates,  ten agreements  or  wage  regulation orders  showed  women's.rates 
as  between  70%  and  79%  of men's,  three  between  80%  and  89%  while  eleven 
are  over  90%;  in the  "distributive  trades",  five  agreements  had women's 
rates under  90%  of  men's  rates  (one.under 70%),  while  in nine  agreements 
'  '  ( 1 ) 
they were  over  90%  of the rates for  men 
Pi~ce-rates  gener~lly follow  time-rates  and  therefore where  time-
rates are discriminatory,  piece-rates are also.  No  estimate  of  the 
numbers  affected is available. 
zo.'  The  Danish  system  of'agreements is partl~ based·o~ agreem~nts 
within fields  of trade,  partly on  agreements  within fields  of  industry. 
As  regards  agreements  within  fields  of  trade  this involves  the 
skilled. workers,  who  have  their  own  trade  uni.on 1  ,ent_ering into independent 
agreements with their .opposite  employer.  The  same· holds  true  for  the 
unskilled(Z).  This  system involves  a  defining of the  area covered  by 
the  agreement  in relation  to  trade-frontier  and  at the  same  time  that 
only  one  agreement is  ~ntered into  for  th~ ~arne_ work  in_  a  firm.  For 
·  ........ 
this reason,  in general,  collect~ve. a~reements do  not  deal with  job 
classification. 
(1)  No  information is available  on  the  number  of  women  concerned. 
(2)  The  distinction  between  the  two  categories  - skilled and  unskilled  -
arises according  to whether  a  period of apprenticeship has  been  served 
or not  (the  law  on  apprenticeship lists all skilled  jobs).  In 1971 1 
there  were  17,453 male  and  4,173  female  apprentices. - 19  V/171/1/74-E 
The  low wage  policy,  pursued  .. -s-ince  1963 ,._  ha:s  to  a'. special degree 
made  allowance  for  fields  of agreement ··with  low  wage  rates.  This has 
among  o~her things  ~ed  in  the low wage. limits which  were  realised 
at the  general negotiations  between  the main  organisations in most  cases 
being  transferred  to  the  single  agreements'which are-negotiated 
between  the  branch  organisations -as regards  the  skilled as well as 
the"unskilled workers'-a:greements. 
As  an  example  of·this,  the  largest industry agreement,  i.e. the 
.  .  \  ':.· .. 
·a~reement ~ithin the  ir9n and  metal  industry,  whici~ covers skilled as 
~  .  .  .•,  .  . 
..  •. 
well as unskilled workers,  may  be  noted.  This  agreement  only_  c,ont_?-~n~, 
'' ·'·' 
one  minimum  wage  rate  for all workers  which is identical with _the  lort 
wa~e  limi~ within  the  :fi~ld of "minim.um
1 wages"  which  was  agreed  up~m at 
the general  negoti~tions. 
There .is  no  material available  for  an  overall illustration o·f 
the. extent  of  job classification in Denmark.  Really "scientifically" 
based  systems  for  job classification are  only  know~ in a  few  instances. 
It is not  normal. that  agreements  about  job classification are valid  for. 
a  whole  field of  agreement.  The  exception  from  this is,  however,  the 
cigarette industry.  This does  not,·however,  ex<;lud~.that agreements. 
about.· job classification may  have  been. entered into locally in the  f:Lrms. 
21.  In Ireland,  differep.t classifications  (tied,  of  cot;trs~,  to·diff-erent 
rates of pay)  are  fairly  common-,.  in. collective agreements  as  well  as in 
It! age  Council  Orders.  Often,  skilled  jobs are reserved  to  men  and  described 
in many  details;  non-qualified  jobs  are  reserved  to  women,  whose  job is 
not  described or  evaluated at all. 
22..  In  the  United  Kingdom,  nume.r~us collective  agreements  provided  for 
different classifications  for  men  an~ women.(e.g.  j~e~'crusbing,~c6mpound 
and  prqvenq.er  man)lfact~re,  rtibber.pro_.ofed  garment  making,  hosieJ;"y  finish-
ing,  (Nidlands),  wailpaper  mEinufacture -and· furniture· manuiacture). V/171/1/74-E 
III. The  ~rivate sector  .waaes.regulations 
23.  In .the  three  new  Member  States there  i.~.~no :legal guaranteed  minimum 
wage.at  n~tional level :which  would  be  applicable  to·all or  some  economic 
sector~.  In Denmark,  there is 110  intervention of  any  kind  of  the· public 
autho~ities _in  mat.ter  of wages  as  these  ar~ left entirely to. the  ·free 
autonomy  of the  social partners.  Mil!imu.m  wa,ge  rates are  h.owever  fixed 
for  different professions  and  according  to  ~he level of skill,  by  Joint 
Labour ·~ommittees in Ireland  and  by  W~ge-Counc.ils in the United  K~!:_g_d_pm. 
These Wage-Councils  include  employers'  and  workers'  representatives. and 
their propqsals  for  minimum  remuneration are  given  statutory effect  •. 
This :system;  particular t'o  these  two  countries·,  could,  by  analog~  1  be 
consi.dered  to  be  similar to  the  system of  extending  the  collective agree-
ments  11erga omnes 11  as practiced in  some  original Member  States of  the· 
Community  and it protects workers  who  are  not  otherwise  covered.  by 
voluntary agreements.  It could also  be  related  to 'the  system  of minimum 
legal wage  a~ the proposal  of  Wrige  Coun~ils or Joint Labour  Committees 
can  be  brought  into effect only  through  an  administrative decision. 
24;.  Thus,  in Irelant!,  the  minimum  rates of pay  and  conditions  of 
employment  of workers  in several  trades(1)  are  established  by Joint 
Labour  Committee  through  Employment  Regulation Orders,  the  provisions 
of which are 'statutorily enforceable.  Approximately  42,000  workers 
(15,000 male  and  27,000  female)  are  covered  by  the  terms  of such orders. 
The  Agricultural Wages  Board·lays  down  statutory minimum  rates of pay 
(1)  Aerated Waters  and  Wholesale Bottling,  Boot  and  Shoe  Repairing, 
Brush·and Broom  Manufacture,  Button Making,  General·Waste Materials 
Reclamation,  Hairdressing  (Dublin,  Dun  Laoghaire,  Bray);  Handkerchief 
and 'Household  Piece Goods  Manufacture,  Hotels  (outsid\~  Dublin~  Du.n 
Laoghaire  and  Cork  Boroughs),  Messengers  (various districts), Packing, 
Provender Milling,  Shirtmaking,  Tailoring,  Women~s.C+othing and 
Miilinery. 
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( 1 )  -
for  agricultural workers  •  Different rates for  men  and  women  wer_e 
fixed  by  these  orders.  For  instance  (1973),  in the  Order  for shirt- .  '  : 
·  making,  the hourly rate is 53.8  pence  for  men  over  21  years  and  41.1 
pence  for  female  workers;  in packing,  the  hourly rate, for  men  over  21. 
years is  54~ pence  an~ 41  ~ence for  women  who  have  been  in employment 
not less than  three  years after termination of training;  in ladies hair-
dressing,  the  weekly rates are £21.40  for  male  hairdressers  and  £16.18 
for  female  hai:rdress.ers;  in hotels,  a  trained cook  receives £24.50 a 
week  if male,  £17.60 if female. 
25.  ··  In the United  Kingdo.!:!!,,  minimum  rates of remuneration,  fixed  by 
72  Wage  Councils  and  three Agricultural  Wage  Boards  on  which  employers 
and  workers  are represented'  apply to  between  3  3/4 'ftnd  4  million  employees 
(about  18%  of  the  ~otal workforce).  It is  e~timated that  two-thirds  of 
these  employees  ~re women.  These  rates are  given  statu-tory effect  by  means 
of wages  regulation. 'orders.  Rates  are  often ·different  for  men  and  women, 
.  .  .  (2) 
but progress  towards  equal  pay is being  made  • 
(1)  Und~r the Agricultural Wage  Act  1936,  such 
minimum  wage  rates of agricultural workers 
recommendations  made  by  district commfttes 
of the  employers  and  of  the  workers. 
Board  fixes  by  order 
taking into  consid,eration 
.  '  •  t  ~  '  '  '  •  '  • 
composed  of representatives 
(2)  Where  this is concerned,  please  see para.  N°  19,  where  the  data cover 
both agreements  and  wage  regulation-orders. - 22  - V/171/1/74-E 
.  ~·  ' 
26.  No  difference  based  on  sex exists  in 12£.!Jmark•  ·· 
In  Ireland,  in the  ci  v'il  service  and  teaching profession only men 
are admitted  to  the  SChemeS  Of  WidOWS  and:  Orphans  I  penSiOnS  Which  are 
t  . b  t  t..  1  .  '  b  ( 1 )  H  h  co!".  rJ.  u  ory  occupa  J.cna  pensJ.on  sc .emes  ·  •  ow ever,.  women  ave  been 
allowed  to  remain  in Civil Service  employment  after marriage  only since 
July,  1973. 
Until .C.OtrlParatively  recent  times,  occupational  pen~io,n schemes 
have  been.associated mostly with State  employment  or with  employment 
in  some  of,.the larger private  compan~es(
2 )  There  has,  however,  been 
a  rapid increase in such  schemes  in  the private  s_ector  over  the.  past 
decade  and  they are  estimated to  have  increased  to  about  2,700  in 1970 
and  to  have  quadrupled  since  1960.  A survey of Irish Pension Schemes(3) 
showed  that in the  sample  chosen,  only 27%  of  female  wage  earners were 
in pension  schemes  as  compared  with  67%  of  male  wage  earners~  This 
position was  repeated,  but  to  a  lesser extent,  among  salary earners 
where  41%  of  women  and  78%  of men  were  covered  by  a  pension  scheme. 
Among  wage.earners,  44%  of  the  schemes  did  not  allow  females  to  enter 
the  scheme  until they had  reached  25  years of age  as  compared  with  3% 
of schemes  having  the  same  provision  for  males.  The  corresponding figures 
for  ~alary earners  were  very  much  the  same  - 51%  and  2%.  Just as  the 
minimum  age  at which  females  may  enter pension  schemes is generally higher 
than. for  males,  so  also,  in many  instances,  the  ~2<'J-mum age  at which  a 
woman  can  become  a  member  of  a  scheme  is lower  than  for  a  man.  These 
particular deficiencies  do  not  apply  to pensions  schemes  in the  Civil 
Service  and  the  teaching  profession. 
( 1)  Occupational  schemes  mainlJ,'  financed  by  the  employer. or  by  the 
undertaking • 
. . 
(2)  Report  of  the  Commissio~ on  the Status of  women  already quoted, 
n°  284-293. 
(3)  Irish Pension Schemes,  1969.  P.R.  Kaim-Caudle  and  J.G.  Byrne, 
Econom~c and Social Research  Institute Broadsheet,  N°  5. - 23  - V/171/1/74-E 
27.  In  the  ,!!E.ited,,Ki~~'  most. social benefits are  financed  by  the 
state ra-ther  than  by  the  employer.  The  main  social security ben-2fits 
provided  by .employers in the  United  Kingdom  are  sick pay and  occupational 
pensions. 
Sick Paz 
In April  1970,  it was  estimated that about  10 million men  and  5.7 
million women  in  employment  were  covered  by  sick  pay  sc~emes~  The  New 
Earnings  Survey 1970  shows  that  about  two-thirds  of male  manual  workers 
and half of  female  manual  workers  were  covered  by  sick pay  schemes, 
compared  with  91.6%  of male  non-manual  workers  and  82.3%  of  female  non-
manual  workers.  The  figures  for  full·-time  workers  were  :  males  72.8% 
and  females  72.-7%.' 
In  so~e  ~ick pay  schemes,  women  have  to  work  loriger  than  men  before 
they  become  eligibie for  benefit,  o~ the  ~ate of sick pay  for  women  may 
be  lower  than that for  men. 
Occupational Pensions 
The  Government  Actuary's fourth Burvey  shows  tha~ at the  end  of 
1971,8.7 millions men  an~ 2.4 millions  women  wer~ members  o~ occupational 
pension  schemes.  It also  shows  that  the.se  schemes  often treat, men  and 
women  differently in one  or  more  of  the  following  respects 
(eJ  conditions  for  membership; 
(b)  pension  age;  .. 
(c)  death benefit cover; 
(d)  level of benefits. 
The  lower  pension  age,generally provided  for  women,complements 
that in  th~ State basic  pension  scheme,where  pensionable  age  is 65  'or 
men  and  60.for.women.  ·'. - 24  V/171/1/74-E 
V.  !Q.e_sit!!;11,ion of~  nt  \-Jork  and  the  oauses  for  it 
28  I  D  k ( 1)  'b.  t  ·t  : th  .  t.  th  t  th  t  ti t'  1.  ~  n  en~~  ,  su  Jec  o  e  reserva  ~on  a  e  s  a  s  ~ca 
basis for  evaluating  the  occupational placing of women  is considerably 
I 
more  uncertain  than in the  case  of  men,  it may  be  established that a 
substantially smaller proportion of  women  than  of men  are  gainfully· 
employed.  This is true in particular of married  women,  of  whom  probably 
only about  one-half are  economically active,  only about  one-third gain-
fully  employed  outside  their  homes,  and  only  about  o~e-sixth full-time 
employed  outside  their  homes. 
The  figures  show  a  trend  towards increasing gainful  employment 
on  the  p~rt of women,  in particular of married  women.  The  trend is clear, 
as regards  employment  in manufacturing  industry,  crafts,  commerce,  admin• 
istration and  organised service  trades;  on  the  other  hand,  it is uncertain 
whether  there is a  corresponding,  or possibly  an  opposite,  trend in fields 
not  fully  covered  by  statistics, i.e.  helps  of various kinds in private 
homes  :  cleaning,  child-minding,  cooking,  washing,  etc  ••• 
The  gainful  employment  of  women  is in large  ~art concentrated in 
the part  of  industry which has  taken  over  the manufacture-of  goods  which 
were  formerly  produced  in the  homes  ~  foodstuff,  beverage  and  tobacco 
industries,  textiles and  clothing industries,  and  also in retaii' trade, 
clerical work,  and  various  social  and  o~hei services.  In_these  fiel&~~ 
women  are  mostly  employed  as salaried employees  and  unskilled workers, 
whereas  the  independent  and  leading positions are  filled to  a  larger 
extent  by  men;  also  the  skilled workers  are primarily men. 
29o  In l£elan~,  the  employment  of  women  tends  to  be  confined  to  a 
comparatively narrow  range  of  occupations  with,  on  the  whole,  lower  levels 
(1)  Extract  of the report  concerning  equality submitt.ed  b_y  a  committe 
under  the  committee  set up  by  the  Prime  Minister  concerning  the 
situation of women  in society. - 25  - V/171/1/74-E 
·.o~·skill and  responsibil~~y(
1 ).  ·Grantedi  however,  that equality of 
opportunity for  women  in relation to  training and  promoti6n  and  acce~s 
to  cert~in  e~ployments is  ~  ~ery significsnt  elem~nt in  detei~ining 
their earning  power  relative to  mert,  it is· nevertheless  true  that  there 
are  other  factors  which  operate. to  depress- ;liJ.Qinen' s  wages  and  earnings 
even  where  they  are-engaged  on  work  which  is the  sarr.e  or  similar  to  that 
being performed  by  men. 
Among  the_more  common  explanations  advanced  for  t~e payment  of 
unequal  pay  to  women  who  are  performing  the  same  or  similar work  a.s  men 
are  : 
- tradition and social attitudes, 
- concentration of  women  at work  in the  rel~tively low  age  groups, 
alleged higher  "cost" of  employment  of women, 
- absenteeism  a~d turnover rates, 
- legal restrictions  ~n women's  employment, 
•  lesser physical  strength, 
- trade  union  organisation. 
Regarding  the  last point,  a  suTvey  carried out  by  the  Irish 
Congress  of Trade  Unions  during the  course  of 1970  indicated that there 
were  about  100,000  women  trade unionists  iri  the  t~enty-six county area, 
representing over  one-fourth at all trade unionists.  The  Congress 
stated also  that while  there  ~as no  infor~ition available  about  the 
extent of  vmmen' s  "participation in trade union acti  v;ity,  there were 
.  ·-.  .  .. 
strong Yeasons  for  believing that their participation was  even less 
., 
than  e.mong  men.  A recent  survey had  identified only  seven  women  full-
time  officials who  were  engaged in negotiating wages  and  conditic,ns  of 
employment  for  ~embers,  out  of  a  total of  230  such  officials~. Out  of 
approximately 229,000  women  employees  at  work  in 1966,  an  estimated· 
90,000  - about  two  out  of  ~very five  - were  then members  of trade unions. 
Even  excluding pri  v·ate  domestic  service .the  proportion_ wns  still consi-
derably less than  one  half.  The  proportion of male  employees in trade 
unions is  abo~t two-thirds. 
(1)  Report  of the  Commission  on  the  status of  women,  No  47-55~ - 26  - V/171/1/74-E 
30.  ~n the  United.  K~!l£~.'  many  of  the· influences which  have  estab-
lished the present  patt~rn of  women's  employment  are  historical~  The 
industrial development  encouraged  women  to  take  jobs  related closely to 
their domestic  skills -in food  preparation  and  catering,  textile  and 
clothing trades,  and  later retail selling,  clerical work,  nursing  and 
teaching.  A growth  of women's  employment  in  the  1950s  and  1960s  accent-
uated rather than diminished  the  uneven  distribution of  female  employees 
between  the main industrial sectors.  Most  of their  jobs  were,  and  many 
still ~e, those  requiring little formal  training,  and  offering  low  pay 
and  limited responsibility.  Other contributory factors  have  been  the 
economics  of employing  short-term  labour  on  straight-forward repetitive 
work  and  the particular suitability of  many  women  for  work  which calls 
for  dexterity  and  precision. 
Out  of this situation have  developed  areas within  the  labour 
market  Of 
11men IS  WOrk"  and  11WOmen IS  Work"  and  SOCial  attitudeS  a.!ld 
pressures  have  maintained  and  reinforced this division  so  that it has 
become  traditional.  As  a  result many  girls and  women  are  not  concerned 
to start a  career,  but  regard  employment  merely  as  a  stop-gap  before 
marriage. 
Production  occupations  occupy  less  than  a  quarter  ~f all females 
compared  wi  t.h  a  half of  the· males,  and  among  production v1orkers  less 
than  a  quarter  of  the  females  are in skilled categories  compared  with 
over half the  male~.  Among  the  professional  group~,  only  ~n·nursing 
and  teaching are  women  strongly in  the majority.  Their representation 
is particularly weak  among  managers  and  supervisors,  and  technologists 
are  almost  entirely men. 
Evidence  at national level suggests that,  even  in the  same  named 
occupat{on  women  and  girls tend  to  be  employed at  a  lower  level of 
skill than  their male  coun.terparts.  For  example,  in  the  occupational 
analyses  of the  New  Earnings Survey  1972  only  about  10  per  cent  of 
female clerical workers  were .graded  as  senior  clerks  compare.d  with mo.re 
than  28  per  cent  males.  In  an  earlier analysis of retail distribution 
carried out  by  the Department  of Employmei}.,t.  in  May  1968,  less  th?~-p  7. ..;.  27  - V/171/1/74-·E 
per  cent  of all female  sales staff were  rated.sectton  ;eader~. pr  first 
assistants;  the proportion of males  was  nearly 20  per cent. 
First results  from  the  1971  Census  of Population  support  other 
evidence  that women  do  not  reach senior positions in  employment  in any 
numbers  :  whereas  38%  of all employees  were  women,  only 21%  of  foremen 
and  supervisors  ~n~ 17%  of managers  were  women. 
In  the private  sector_,  there is clear evidence  that  women  are at 
a,  disadvantage  compared  with men  in the _employment  and  training fields. 
In particular far  fewer  girls than  boys  enter  jobs  for  which  a  recognised 
period  of apprenticeshi,p  or other  training is required. - 28  - V/171/1/74-E 
VI.  S~tistical aS£ects  national data 
31.  The  latest report of the  Commission  to  the  Council  on  the  state 
of application of the  prin~iple of equal  pay  in  the  original Member 
States gave  an  outline of  the  main  results of  the survey carried out 
by  the Statistical Office  of  the  Europearr Communities,  with  the  collabora-
tion of  the  national Statistical Offices,  on  the structure and  distribu-
tiOn  of industrial earnings in October  1966.  The  main  purpose  of that 
survey  was  to  provide  information  on  the relation between  the  level of 
earnings  and  individual characteristics of  employees  (sex,  age,  quali-
f .  t.  .  . t  t  ) ( 1 )  It h  b  . bl  t  1  th  1ca 1on,  sen1or1  Y;  e  c.  •  as  een  poss1  e  o  ana  yse  e  gap 
between  the  hourly  wages  of men  and  women  for  relatively homogeneous 
groups  of  manual  workers.  Even  if it were  not  possible  to use  such data 
to  compute  a  statistical parameter  of wage  discrimination,  this survey 
- carried out  with  com~on methodology  and  definitions  - made  it possible, 
for  the  first  time,  to  have  a  picture of  the  relative positions of  the 
different  countries as  to  the  degree  to  which  the  principle :or  equal  pay 
at  the level of effective  wages  was  applied.  Unfortunately,  no  such 
information is available  for  the  three  new  Member  States but  some  indica-
tions  can  be obtained  from  the  national statistics of  earnings~ 
It is  obvious  that  such  data  - and  even  less  than  the  Community 
survey abovementioned  - do  not  allow  for  a  statistical analysis  of  \·rage 
discrimination between  men  and  women.  Thus  statistics based  on  conven-
tional rates of  pay  cover,  in  some  branches,  very different natures  of 
employment  of  males  and  females.  Thus it is also  that statistics of 
effective earnings must  be  handled  with  great  care  as all the structural 
characteristics are present.  Furthermore,  these national data preclude 
any  comparison  between  states as  a  great  number  of  variables  would  render 
such  comparisons  spurious.  This is why  the  Commission  formulates  the 
(1)  A similar survey,  but  covering salaried employees  also,  has  been 
carried out  for  1972  and  the  results thereof will  be  available  soon. - 29  - V/171/1/74-E 
wish- shareX:l  by  the  great majority of  "Special  Group· Article 119"  -
that  common  ;statistical ertquiries  be  carri~d out  on  the  wage  structure 
of all economic  activities of  the  nine  Member  States of  the  Community. 
·, 
I 
32.  In Denmark,  the' wage· statistic  ~or the  private labour  market 
calculates each quarter  the average  hourly  earnings  for  main  groups;  and 
•  !·  • 
·,  ': 
within main  groups  for  a  number  of trade  group$~ 
Geographically,  the  division is:  f)  the~~apital,  2)  the  provinces, 
and  3)  the  whole  country. 
Accordirig  to  type of wage,  the  division is:  1)  piece rate,  2) 
hour rate,  and  3). added  tate  (i.e.  a  weighed  average  of piece  and hour 
rates).  Fi~ally,  a  distribution on the  following  main  groups is made 
1)  skilled workers  (men  ~·women),  2)  unSkilled  men;
1  3)  men  total, 
4)  unskilled women,  and  5)  all covered  by  the statistic. 
There  are  only  f~w skilled women  and  as  there;at  no  time  in the 
agreements  for  the  skilled workers,have  been  special  ~tipulations for 
thes~ women,  they  have  not  been  separated as  a  special  group  in  the 
statistic.  This means  · that  the  group  "men  total"  in·::ludes  skilled 
women • 
. Because  of  the  above,  a  comparison  of  wage  level  for  men  and 
women  is possible  only  for  unskilled workers.  It  mc~t,  however,  be 
u::1derlined,. that such  a  cpmparison  can  demonstratenC:thing'about  the  extent 
which  the  principia  of equal pay has  reached.  The relations are  among 
other  things,.in;fl:uenced  by  different s_tructures  of  employment  for  men 
.: 
and  women  11r:L thin indu5tries  and  trades,  and  even  w~-thin the  sa,me  trade 
by  different work. 
To  illustrate the  wage  level  for  the  main  groups  calculated in 
the Danish wage  st~tistic for  J~ly quarter.of  the  years  1969,  1971  and 
1973,  table  I  has  been  inserted. in  the  follqy.ring. 
·'  ' 
····•'. Table  1  :  Average Hourl  v  Eacninp;s  i.n  Kroner  in Industry  (including Building and  Construction) 
~the  Years  1969,  1971  and  1973 
Julx suarter  19~2  July Quarter  1971  Jul~ ~arter 197~ 
The  Ca;pi tal  The  Provinces  The  Capital  I  The Provi~  .  The  Cc_pi tal  The  Provinces 
Piece  Hour  Piece  Hour  Piece  Qour  Pi~ce  Hour  Piece  Hour.  Piece  Hour 
rate  rnte  rate  rate  rate  rate  rate  rate  rate  rate.•  rate  rate 
- .. 
(a)  Skilled worlers  .  I . 
;  ~ ')  .. 
(men  +  women)  19 .. 04  24.22  ;  20.31  -
I  .  16.,~c_,  16.;20  113.24  20.~2  16.79  29.95 I  25.481  26.13  !  21.72 I 
'  '  I 
l .  !  ~  I  . i 
p  - j  r  .'  I 
'  ,j  • 
"7 s7j14 45  •  26  78  21  2~ I  n  '" 1 ,.,  s·  ·(b)  Unskilled m(n  17.04  ~  •j  ~  .- ~. !  14  ~ 7  ! ~ ~  ~  .r  !  "~  · 8 .j  ·1 o  o7  ·  i 
L...))f  ,c:_  lloC.U  '- I  • :;  ·;  .  ~  I  I  •  ~  .  •  e  ·  '-~•VV  Og  u 
(c)  Unsl.illed  wcmen  12.24  10.54  10.82  9.27  16.35 I  13.51  13.94  12.05  23.05  18.22  19.42  16.62 
The  relation in % : 
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It appears  from.  the  data. that unskilled women  have  had  the  largest  .  . '•  . 
increase in.wages  during  th~ period,  and  that  a  considerable reduction  .  .  ...  .  .  '  . .  -'  •.·  . 
in the  difference in wage  level between unskilled men  and  women  has  taken 
place. 
At  an  evaluation-··of  the  da.ta,  it must  be  taken into consideration 
that building and-construction is:included,  where  hardly  any  woma.n  is 
employed,  and  which  traditionally is a  field of  hi~h wages  seen in rela-
tion to the  wage  level of men  in other industries. 
To  illustrate wage  level~ within  trades,  where  both men  and women 
are  employed· within  the  single  trade  groups  of unskilled men  and  women, 
the. average  hourly  earnings, of  ~nskilled women  have  been  calculated as 
a  percentage or  the  average  hourly earnings of unskilled men. 
·, 
•••••  J - 32  - V/171/1/74-E 
Table  2  :  The  Relation  :  Average  Hourl~~nings 
Unskilled Women/Unskilled  Men,  Calculated per  Industry and 
Trade  for  July Quarter  1973 
.Workers  in 
Foodstuff  +  Stimulant  ind. 
Bakeries  +  Biscuit Factories 
Breweries 
Chocolate  industry 
Cigar  industry 
Cigarette industry 
Canned  goods'  industry 
Milk  industry 
Milling industry 
Smoking  tobacco  industry 
Slaughterhouses 
Sugar  industry 




Wo9d  __  t_Furniture  Industry 
Brushmaking industry 
~ngraving +  PaEer  Industry 
Cardboard  +  carton ind. 
Paper industry 
Paper articles industry 
Printing trade 
Leather+ Leather  Goods'  Ind. 
Tanyards 
Leather  goods'  industry 
Chemical  Industry 
Colour  +  lacquer industry 
Rubber  inc.ustry 
Soap  +  soda  industry 
S ton~  ... L  Clay  and  Glass  Ind. 
Glass industry 
Lime  +brickworks'  ind. 
Ceramic  ware  industry 
(except painters) 
Iron  +  Metal  Industry 
Gold,  silver and  plate ware 
Iron  and  metal industry 
The  capital 
Piece  Hour 





























The  provinces 
Piece  Hour 
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The~e~is  ~lso  ~wage stati~tf6- fb~ the  salaried  employees  in the 
private·sectbr  --~ppearin~ only  ori6~  y~arly,~howev~r.  · · 
;  !  ~ 
Table  3  shows  the  data  for  October  1972,  and  the  October  1971-1972 
development, 
I~ l_llust. b~ 1.m.derlineQ.  .. that. the. 0-ata  includ.es  s~aried employees 
l 
at very different levels of  ell!ployment,  and  that  there_ is a,  very differen•· 
.  ,  .. 
tiated· 'employment. :st:ructure 'fbr male' and'  "fema1.e  sal~i'ed employe'es. 
'  ..  : 
'  ·' 
TABLE  2 -· Salary-statistics of  salaried employees  : 
·. 
...  . ...  "  octobtfr  72, -monthly  salary  (Kr) · Percentage' 
..  .·  ..  increase 
.  .. 
of median 
:  Lower  Median  ( 1 )  ·Upper· 
(Oct-.1972/ 
.quart:i!le  quartile  Oct.1971 ), 




All workers  3,100  4·  02'6 
' 
5,-227  16'.5 % 
Men  : ..  3 ,661  ... !+., 534  .. '  5.,703.  10.2 %  . ..  . ..  ...  ..  ..  ., .  ; 
Women  2,611  '  2,905  3,302  ..  9.8 % 
. . 
.  .. 
(  n  The  median is a  measure  of  di'spe·rsion  of ·the· distri·bution  such ... 
that half the total population values are. below/abov'e it  •.  .  . .  .  . 
' 
It is also  ~ossible in Denmark to have  an  idea of  the  "wage-drift" 
.  '  .  . .  .  ·.  .. . .  .  '  ,...  .  ~·  ..... -.. . .  . .. 
or  11vJage-gap"  for  men  and  women  separately  •. · The  increase in hourly rates 
can  actually be  broken  down  into ·components  if on  one  hand  the  index 
bound  c~st  of.livi~g allow~nce (including  -~h~  s~ecial.increase in cost 
of living allowance  to  women)  and  the  wage  increases-obtained by'ag!ee- .  .  .  .. 
ment ·on  the· other hand  are  deducted  from  the total increase,  a  '.'Remainc.er" 
is left'over.  This is shown  in Table. 4  ove~leaf which  covers  the  period  .  . 
1968-1972  and  which  shows  that  th~  "Remainder"  (simil~r.t<;> a  "wage-drift") 
over  the  period  was  not  so significant  for  women  as  for  men  although the  .  . 
total increase  for  female  workers  was  higher •. For  example,  the total 
wage  increase  fo~  s~ill~d male  workers  in 1971/1972  was  1.96 Kr  on  average 
,.  '-. - 34:  - V/171/1/74-E 
and  1.73  Kr  on  average  for unskilled male  workers,  but  1.70 Kr  for 
'  •  '  '  o  I 
female  t'>'orkers.  ~he average  "Remai:p~er'.'  was  about  1 .20  Kr  for  male 
skilled workers,  about  0.90  Kr  for  unskilled  male  workers  and  ab6ut 
0.75  Kr  for  female  workers. 
TABLE  4  - AnrlUal  ---
wag'e  increases· 1968 - 1972 
Total  I  Prop'ort'ion 
j  explnined  by  wage  Remainder  increase  agreement,  cost 
.  '  ·-·  .  ~ ....  .  ,., .  ''.  -of .-living  ..  allo\'r,- .. 
<average) 
...  .....  , 
ance  index  bound  - ., 
%  '  %·  %.  "•  - '• ...  ''  .  ..  ... 
"  "'  "  .  ~·  . 
-
Skill~d male  wo-rkers·  "11d·  L,. 7  6.6 
196.3-69  Un
1
skilled male  workers  11.3  G.6  4.7  : 
Women 
I. 
11.0  7-7  3.3 
t----
" 
I  '  " 
w  •••  .. 
Skilled male  workers  1'6. 7  3.6  7.1 
; 
1969-70 Unskilled  mcile  w.orkers  11.3  5.0  6.3 
ltJ cimen  11 .5  6.6 
"  4.  9  ~; 
I 
S~illed-male workers  12.4,  t 
5.5  6.9 
1970-71  Uxiskilled  male  workers  13.7  7.4  6.3 \ 
Women  15.1  I  9.6  - '5  ~ 5  . 
Skilled male  workers  10.2  I  3·9  6.3 
'1971-72  Unskilled male  workers  10.7  I 
,5.2  5.5 
Women  12.6  7.4  5,2 
,  I 
'' 
Local  negotiations  play  a  very  important  role in the  minimum  wage 
system  and  thus  to  a  speeial  degree  are  ifuportant  for  skilled workers 
and  for  the  \.vhole  field of building  and  construction· :  this explains  why, 
calculated for  sh:illed men,  unskilled  men,  and  unskilled women,  the  "share 
of  the rest''  indrease  of  the  tot~l-wage ihcrease  am6unts  to  a  larger  sum 
for  the  two  first  groups.  Dependent  upon  the  possibility for  local 
ncgot{ati6ns  the  diff~rence bet~een  th~ basic  rate  and  the  average  earn-
.  ' 
ings will vary  from  one  field  to  another.  The  difference is, naturally, 
also  based  on  the  bonuses  td~h~ ba~fc wage  contained in  the  agreement. ·- J5·- V/171/1/74-E 
33.  For  Ireland_,  ..  14  fe~  ex.~ll)ple~  ...  o:t 01;i.nil!lum  st.atutory wage.  rate.s  for 
male  and  female  workers  in  y~:r.tl!lin  industries,  are  shown  i.n  Table  5 
below  : 
~~E  5  - Minimum  statutory hourly rates  (New  Pence) 
Men  (adult rates)  Women  (adult  rates) 
. ~ttoll:..lll?-kin& · 
Pack,in_g 
~n's  clothing nnd 
ml-.11-B:ery  ·  : 
Factory  branch 
Brush  and. broom 
Specif~ed operations 
Other 































June  June  June 
1971  1972  1973 
·-
27.5  I  31.75  33 
.1 
25  32  41, 
- - -
26  31~78  40.5 
30  3lj .5  37.4 
- - -
- - .-
30.4  34.9  37.8 
Where  earnings  are  concerned,  Ta~~-~ overleaf,  covering certain 
in~ustries over  the  period September  1972  - September  1973,  sh6ws  (a)• 
that  there  are  significant differences  between  men's  and  women's  hourly 
earnings  and  (b)  that in general  women's  increases in earnings  were  . 
higher  than  men's.  When  interpreting the  gap  between  men's  and  women's 
hourly  earnings,  the  fact  that men's  working week is ~anger ~han women's 
must  be  borne  in mind  (for  example  45  hrs as against  women's  38.3 hrs 
'.  in al1manufacturing industries in 1972).  This affects the  level of 
average  hourly  earning  on  account  of  the  incidence  of  overtime. - 36  - .  V/171/1/74-E 
I· 
TABLE  6  - Average  rates of  hourly  earnings  t 
~-----------------~------------------~-----------------·,rr-----------~· 
(New  Pence) 
I  September  1972  September  1973  i  Percentage  ! 
~----------------~------·------------~  %  Annual  l 
. Hourly  earnings  Hourly  ear.nings  •  Increase.  1 
(new  pence)  (new  pence)  73; 72  l 
.. 
r-----·~------~--~~--~-------r-----1'------~----~. 
Men's romen' J 
Men's  11>/omeil 's 
(b)  ·(a) 
Sle.ughtering,  prepa- , 
ration,  etc.  of 
meat  : 
Bacon  factories 
Other  factories 
Creamery,  butter 
and  other  edible 
.  .  . 
milk  products  ••••••  56.1 
; 
Tobacco  .~ •••.•••••.  84.0 
\rJoollen  and  worsted  j 
(excluding  clothing)  60.0 
Clothing  (wholesale 
factories)  : 
Men's  and  boys'  ••• 
Shirtmaking 







girls'  ••••••••••••  59.9  37.6 
Miscellaneous  •••••  58.5  34.1 
Ma~ufactures of  lea-
ther  and  leather 
substitute ·········r6o.7 
Manufacture  of elec-
1  33.8 
I 
%  Men's,!women's  % 




















67.2  .45.0 



















41.-o  1 
! 
t 
41 .o  i 
~ 
12.9  I 
30 •  .7  I 
I 
l . 
!  22.4  l 
'  23.3  1 
I 
I 
19.0  22.6  1 
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34.  .In  the United  Kingdo~,  the  evolution of rates of  wages  for  manual 
workers  in the  period December  1971  to December  1973 is shown  in Table  7 
below. 
- -:..-
TABLE  7  - Inaices of  basic  weekly rates of wages  ..  All  Industries 
and Services  (31  July  1972  =  100) 
-~· 
December  !December  December  Percentage 
Increases  1971  1972  1973  72/71  73/72 
~1en 
(21  years  and  over)  95.1  108.3  120.8  13·9  11.5 
Women 
(18  years  and  over)  93.6  106.9  123.4  14.2  15.4 
All workers  94.8  108.1  121.3  14.0  12.2 
Ttis  table  shows  that in the  two  periods  under  review,  the percent-
age  increases in women's  rates  (14.2  and  15.4)  were  higher  than  for  men 
(13.9  and  11.5). 
The  same  conclusion  can  be  drawn  from  Table  8  below regarding  the 
average  hourly  earnings  of  manual  and  non-manual  workers  during:the 
period April 1,971  - April  1973. 
-- ------------------------------------------------------------------.  TABLE  8  - Average  Gross  Hourly  Earnings  in All  Industries 
(excluding  overtime  pay  and  ~vertime hours)  (1) 
~--------------------------r----~--~------~---------~------------~ 
~anual workers  (Full-time) 
Men  (b)  (pence) 
Women  (a)  (pence) 
Proportion a/b 
Non-manual  workers 
tFull-th-;} 
Men  (b)  (pence) 
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(1)  The  hourly  earnings  figures  for  1973  exclude  th0se  whose  pay  was 
affected by  absence,  whereas  the  hourly  earnings  figures  for  1971 
and  1972  include  employees  whose  pay was  affected  by  absence. - 38  ..  V/171/1/74-E 
For  April  1973,  estimates are  available  for  full-time  women  aged 
21  a~d over  which  are  more  directly comparable with  those  for  men  aged 
21  and  over  : 
Average  hourly earnings  excluding  the  effect of  overtime  pay  and 
overtime  hours  (1) 
Full  ... time  women 
As  a  p~rcentage of  the 
corresponding estimate 
for  men 
Manuo.l 
49.71  pence 
62.8  per  cent 
Non-manual  -
70.16  pence 
57.6  per  cent 
(1)  The  above  figures  exclude  those  whose  pay  was  affected 
by  absence. - 39  - V/171/1/74-E 
C.  MEASURES  TAKEN  TO  INPLEI1ENT  THE  PRINCIPLE  OF  EQUAL  PAY 
Fore\-.rorcl 
35.  The  implementation  of  the  principle of  equal  pay  laid down  by 
article 119  of  EEC  Treaty has  to  be  the result  of various  and multiple 
actions  carried out at national level  by  the  publ~c authorities as  well 
as  by  the  social partners,  according  to  their own  competences.  That's 
why  in this section will  be  examined  the initiatives taken  by  the  public 
authorities - mainly  through legislation  - as well  as  some  collective 
agreements  which  have  introduced  equal  pay or  taken  steps  towards it. 
I,  Public authorities 
1°)  Introduction of  the right  to  equal  pay 
36.  In  Ireland,  a  Bill to  prov~d~ for  equal  pay  was  introduced in 
~<- \.1) 
Irish Parliament  on  3rd July  1973.  In February  1974  the  contents  of 
the 
the 
Bill - called Anti-Discrimination  (Pay)  Act,  1974  - were  known.  It 
provides  (Section 2)  that where  a  woman  is employed  by  the  same·employer 
on  like  work  with  that  of  a  man  in  the  same  place  of employment  she will 
be  entitled to  equal  pay.  Section 3  provides  that  two  people  will be 
regarded as  being  employed  on  like work  where 
(i)  both  perform  the  same  work  under  the  same  or  similar  ccnditions 
or  where  each is fully interchangeable  with  the  other in rela-
tion to  the  work,  or 
(ii)  the  work  performed  by  one  is of  a  similar nature  to  that 
performed  by  the  other and  any  differences  between  the  work 
performed  occur  only infrequently or are  of  sms.ll  importance 
in relation to  the  work  as  a  whole,  or 
(iii) the  work  performed  by  one  is equal  to  that  performed  by  the 
other in  terms  of  the  demands  it makes  on  each person. 
7fJ 
) ·  The  Bill t·ms  pa.ssed by Parliament  on  25th .Tune  1974 
.... 0~.  ~·  011  Cl  ..... 
with  some  amen~ents. - 40  - V/171/1/74-E 
The  effect of section 4 is that  the  terms  and  conditions of  a 
woman's  employment  shall include  a  term  expressed  or implied giving an 
entitlement  to equal pay.  Section 5  provides  for  the  appointment  by  the 
Minister  of equal  pay  officers to  the  Labour  Court.  The  section also 
sets out  the  powers  of  equal  pay officers.  These ·include  :. 
(i)  power  to  enter premises at all reasonable  times, 
(ii) power  to require  the  production of records,  documents,  etc., 
(iii) power  to  inspect  and  take  extracts  from  any  such records, 
(iv)  power  to  inspect  any  work  in  progress. 
It will  be  an  offence  for  any  person not  to  comply  with  the legit-
imate  request  of  an  equal  pay officer.  Section  6  provides  that  a  dispute 
between  an  employer  and  an  employee  in regard  to  equal pay  may  be.  referred 
by  one  of  the  parties  to  an  equal  pay  officer  for  investigation and 
recommendation.  This  section also  provides  for  the  reference  of  cases  to 
equal  pay  officers  by  the Minister  where it appears  to  him  that  an  employ-
er has  failed  to  comply  with  the  provisions  of  the  Act  and  where it is 
not  reasonable  to  expect  the  employee  concerned  to  refer the  caee  to  an 
equal  pay officer.  Section  8  provides  that it will  be  an  offence  for 
an  employer  to  dismiss  a  woman  for  the  sole reason  that  she  sought  equal 
pay.  In  a  prosecution  for  an  offence  under  this section the  onus will 
be  on  the  employer  to  satisfy the  court  that  the dismissal  did  not  arise 
from  the  making  of  the  claim  for  equal  pay. 
The  Act  will  come  into  operation  on  31st  December,  1975. 
On  the  other  hand,  since July,  1973,  women  are  no  longer required 
to  resign  from  the  Civil Service  on  marriage  and  married  women  are 
eligible  for  recruitment  to  the Civil Service  in accordance  with the 
National Agreement,  1972  (see  paragraph 46).  17~% of marriage  and  sex 
differentiation of pay scales in the public  service  has  been  removed 
with effect from  1st June  1973.  The  National Agreement,  1974,  provides 
for  a  further  instalment  of  equal  pay  by  way  of  removal  of  33  1/3%  of 
differentials. - 41  - V  /171/1  J7L: -·E 
37. .  In the  ~ni  t.ed  Kin£i~wS!!.'  an  J!;qual  Pay  Act. was. passed  on  29th Hay 
1970.  Its.purpose is to  ~liminate discrimination  te~~een men  nnl  warren  .  .  ,'  .  .  ..  .  . 
in regard to  pay  and  other  terms  and. conditions of  employmento  This it 
does  by establishing ihe right cf women  to  equal  treatment  when  they 
are  empioyed  on  work  of  the  same  or broadly similar nature  as  that of 
men,  or  when  they are  employed  on  work  which,  though different,  has  been 
given  an  equal value  under  a  job  evaluation  scheme.  The  Act  also requires 
the  removal  of discrimination in collective agreement's 9  wages  regulation 
orders  and  employers'  pay  structures  (i.e.  any  arrangements  adopted  by 
an  employer  fixing  common  terms  and  conditions  of  employment  which  are 
generally known  or  open  to  be  known  by his  employees). 
A cornerstone  of  the  Act  is the  provision relating to  "the  same 
or broadly similar work",  which  extends  equal  pay  to  women  in  jobs where 
there  are  no  differences  of practical importance  between  men's  and  women's 
worko  For  woinen  whose  work  is different,  the."equal  value"  provision 
gives  a  r~ght to  equality  to  the  extent  that their work  is rated as  equiv-
alent  to  that  of men  under  a  job  evaluation  scheme;  there is however  no 
requirement  to  introduce  such  a  scheme.  The  Act  ~pplies both to men  and. 
women  and  its provisions with regard  to  the rights of  women  to  equal 
treatment with men  apply  conversely to  the  treatment  of men  relatively 
to women,  though matters  relating to  childbirth;  statutory controls on 
women's  hours  of  work,  retirement  ages  and  pension arrangements  are 
excluded  from  its scope. 
The  effective date  for  complete  equality in wages,  according to 
the  Act,  will  be  29th  December  1975,  From  that  date 1  an  individual 
woman  who  believes she  has  a  right  to  equal  treatment will  be  able  to 
refer her  claim  tq  an  industrial tribunal  for  a  decision.  Such  a  refer-
ence  may  be  made  within  aix months  of  the  date  of  termination of the 
employment  to  1r1hich  the  claim relates,  as well  as  dur;tng  the  period of 
the  employment.  A woman  ~ay claim arrears of remuneration,  but  not  for 
a  period longer  than  two  years  before  the  date  on  which  she  refers her 
claim  to  a  tt'ibunal.  She  may  claim  damages  in respect  of non-cash 
benefits  up  to  the  same  limit  of  two  years.  There is no  claim  to  arrears 
before  29  December  1975.  Questions  about  the  removal  of  discrimination - 42  -
from  collective agreements,  employers'  pay  structures and wages  regula-
tion orders may  be  referred  to  the  Industrial Arbitration Board  (IAB) 
(formcrl)  the  Industrial Court)  from  the  same  dateo 
It is interesting  to recall the  impact  of  the  Act  on  job classi-
fication.  After  1975,  the  Act  will prevent  employers  from  using different 
criteria for  assessing  the  worth  of men's  and  women's  jobs  under  a  job 
evaluation  scheme,  in order  to  avoid an  equal  pay  claim.  There  may  ~e 
discrimination on  grounds  of  sex in the process  of  evaluation if two 
jobs,  making  the  same  demand  in  terms  of,  say,  effort,  are  nevertheless 
valued differently because  one  job is carried out  by  women  and  the  other 
by men.  In  such  a  case,  the  results of the  exercise must  be  adjusted 
so  that~  to  the  extent  that  the  two  jobs  make  the  same  demand  on  the 
worker,  they  are  valued  equally. 
38.  In  the ~ed  Kin~dom, in the  field of occupational social security 
schemes,  the Social Security Act  1973  goes  some  way  towards  achieving 
equality of  treatment  for  women  by  : 
a)  requiring  the  provision of earnings  related pensions  for  both  men  and 
women  if they  are  over  21  years  of age  and  are  earning enough  to  pay 
basic  scheme  contributions.  Where  employers  do  not  have  a  recognised 
occupational  scheme  they  must  contribute  for  this purpose  to  the 
reserve  pension  scheme; 
b)  ensuring  that  the  benefits in the  reserve  pension  scheme,  and  those 
required  in the recognition conditions,  are at least actuarially 
equivalent  for  men  and  women;  that is equivalent  taking into account 
that  women  retire earlier and  may  well live longer; 
c)· requiring recognised  schemes,  and  the  reserve  scheme,  to  pay  a  higher 
pension  where  payment  is postponed  beyond  65  for  men,  60  for  women 
(eog.  because  the  employee  is still working),  so  that  women  who  choose 
to  defer receiving  their pension until  65  will  recej.ve  a  benefit 
broadly equivalent  tc  that  for  a  man  retiring at  the  same  age; 
d)  improving  the  widowhood  cover available  to  the  majority of women; - 43  - V/171/1/71 +-E 
e)  permitting recognised  schemes  to  reduce  the  level of personal  penHion 
payable  to  women  in order  to  provide  dependency  cover  where  this is 
necessa~yo 
39.  In September  1973,  the  then  Government  published  a  consultative 
(lcc';';ierlt  rrEqual  Opportunities  for  Men  and  Women"  in which it set  out 
its proposals  for  introducing legislation which  would  make  unlawfu~ 
diGcrimination in employment  o~ grounds  of sex  (excluding retirement, 
marriage  and  death).  This  would  have  had  the  effect of requiring  employ-
ers to  provide  their men  and  women  employees  with  equal  access  to  poten-
tial benefits  and  equ~l protection against acts to  their possible 
. 
detriment.  The  new  Government  has  stated that it intends to  present 
pro?osals  bafore  the  end  of 1974  for.  securing equal status for  women. 
40.  In'Denmar~,  seeing that  the  d~termination of wages  and other 
conditions of work  is traditionally left to  the social partners,  the 
government  has  th;:-ough  recomm::ndations  called upon  the  central organisa-
tions  to  promote  the  efforts  to  apply  the  principle  of equal  pay  for  men 
and  women  workers  for  work  of equal value. 
In  Nov~mber 1970  a  Draft Parliamentary Resolution  was  laid before 
Parliament  concerning  the  introduction of equal  pay  for  men  and  women, 
inviting the  government  to  introduce  a  bill on  the  subject.  The  Draft 
Resoluti~n provided  for  the  pay  of women  to  be  brought  on  a  level with 
that of  men  for  similar work  in  the  course  of the  years  1972  to  1976,  so 
as  to  steadily increase  women's  pay  over  that period;  the rate of  the 
annual  increase ·should  be  determined  by  a  committee  appointed  by  the 
Minister  of  Lnbour  and  incl1Jding representatives of the  centre,l organisa-
tions of social partners.  During  the Parliament  debates it w~s pointed 
out  that  the  ~roblem of  equal  pay  should  be  solved  by  the  social partners 
in confcrmi  ty with  th'e  tradition in the  labour  market.  The  ini  tj_ative 
was  then  dropped. .... 44- V/171/1/t+-E 
2 o)  Enfc:££.ement  of  the right  to  equal  pay 
41~  In  Denrnar~,  there is no  government  control whatsoever  on  collective 
agreements  and  their application. 
In ~~~'!' inspectors of  the Department  of  Labour  enforce  le.c;isla-
tion in regard  to  such matters  a.s  safety,  health and  welfa:ce  of  wo:ckers, 
statutory provisions  concerning hours  of  work  and  holidays.  These  inspec-
tors are  also  responsible  for  the  enforcement  of  the  terms  of Registered  . 
.  •  ( 1 ) 
Employment  Agreements  and  Employment  Regulation  Orders  • 
42~  r~ the United  Kingdom,  the  Government  does  not  accept responsibility 
for  securing  compliance  with collective agreements.  This is a  matter  for 
the  parties  to  the  agreements.  The  Equal  Pay  Act  will,  however,  give 
the Secretary of State the  power  to  refer discriminatory collective 
agreements  to  the  Industrial Arbitration Board  for  arn~ndmeht. 
Factory inspectors are  responsible  for  enforcement  of  the  safety 
anq  health legislation.  In  Wages  Council  Industries,  Wages  Inspectors 
are responsible  for  seeing that the Wages  Regulation Orders are  complied 
with.  Wage  Inspectors  have  been  instructed  to  draw  employers'attention 
'  to  the requirements  of  the  Equal  Pay  Act  where  appropriate. 
It is  considered  however  that individual women's  right  to  refer 
an  equal pay  claim  to  an  industrial tribunal  and  the  provision  for 
reference  to  the  Industrial Arbitration Board will afford  them  adequate 
protection,  and  that  further  COll.~rols are  no~  ther.~fore nee essary. 
The  Secretary of State  for  Employment  may  make  e  reference  to  a 
tribunal'where it appears  to  him  that  a  ~oman has  a  cl~irn  to  equal treat-
ment,  but that it is not reasonable  to  expect  her  to  take  steps  to make 
the  reference  herself,  It is intended  that conciliation  should  also  be 
provided to  try and  resolve  cases  before  they  ar~ heard  by:tribuhals. 
(1)  For  the  enforcement  of  the  anti-discrimination  (Pay)  Act,  1974, 
see  para.  36. V/171/1/74-E 
43  o  In  Ireo/~' on  31st  March  1970 1  the Government  established a 
Commission  on  the Status of w'omen\  \vi th  the  following  terms  of reference: 
"to  examine  and  report  on  the'status  of-women  in Irish society,  to  make 
recommendations  on  the  steps necessary  to  ensure' the  participation of 
women  on  equal  terms  and  conditions with  men  in  the political,  social, 
cultural and  economic  iife of  the  country  and  tO  indicate  the  implica-
tions  generally  - including  the  estimated  cost  of such  recommendations"~ 
The  Commission  in its Report  recommended  the  abolition of all 
forms  of discrimination against women.  The  Government,  which is  committen 
_in  its 14  Point  Programme  to  introduce  legislation to_end all forms  of 
existing discrirr.ination  a.gainst  Wol)len,  has  already  implemen~ed a  number 
of  the  Commission's  recommendations  and  committe~ itself to  action in 
relation to  otherso 
' '  ( 1 ) 
. 44o  In  the ]Eited Kingdom,  the  Office  of  Manpower  Economics  (OME)  . 
- set up  by  the Secretary of State  for  Em~loyment in January  1971  as  an 
independent non-statutory organisation- was  asked  as·part  of its 
research  programme  by  the Secretary of State  to  carry  out  a  study  of 
equal pay  ..  · ·This  formed  the  subject of  a  report entitled "The  Implementa-
tion of  the  Equal  Pay  Act  1970",  which was  published in August  1972. 
The  report  made  a  detailed  study  of progress  towards  equal  paye 
It also  considered  however  the  problems  which  firms  were  encountering 
in implementing  the  Act 7  and  made  some  suggestions  for  dealing with 
these  probiems •.  The  report  was  ~repared after discussions with  i  large 
number  of  employers'  associations,  trade  union  officials and  others. 
---------------------------
· ( 1)  Office  of  Manp01oer  Economics,  The  Implementation of the  Equal  Pay 
Act,  1970,  London  HMSO,  1972. - 46  .. 
.  ~:  '.  ....  ~ .... ,  ........ ' 
...  - - J· 
45.  In Denmark,  as  alre,ady  mentioned,  the  "National Agreement" 
drawn  every  two  years  between  the Workers'  Confederation L.O.  and  the 
Employers'  Confederation D.A.,  plays  an  important part in  collective 
agreements$  Its provisions  are,  a~ a  matter  of  fact,  bindin& for all the 
member  unions  of  D.A.  (which  employ  about  450,000  workers  out of  a  total 
of  about  1,900,000).  The  national  agreement  also  contributes  a  ~ajor 
element  in the negotiations  undertaken  by  L.O.  and  the. other  Danish 
syndicates with  the  employers  who  are not  members  of  the  Employers' 
Cor.federation.  The  1973  national  agreement  has,  in  fact,  abolished all 
discrimination between  men  and  women  which  existed in  the  previous  agree-
ment,  whet.her  they  were  in sectors using the  "standard wage"  or  in  those 
using  the  "minimum  wage".  It stipulated that  the  i'udustry  agreements 
should  abolish all discrimination in daily,  w~ekly and  monthly  wages 
and it called upon  undertakings  to  ab~lish differential scales for  piece-
work  based  on  sex.  It furthermore  did  away  with any restriction to  equal 
opportunities  of work  that  was  based  on  sex. 
An  agreement  of similar  content and.portent,  was  concluded at the 
'. 
same  time  between  the  L.O.  Confederation  and  the  agricultural Employers' 
Confederation  (SALA). 
Following these  agreements,  the  industry collective agreements, 
which are also  renewed  every  two  years  and  were  renewed  in 1973,  have 
followed  the.principles laid down  by  the national  agreement  for  fixing 
wage rates.  Thus  in  the industries previously mentioned  as big  employers 
of  women,  the  !!standard wage 11  has  been  put  up  to  14.50 Kr  per hour  for 
both sexes,  and  the  "minimum  wage"  to  13.80 Kr  per hour.  For  piecework, 
the  national  agreement  had  provided for  a  deadline  of  1  July 1973  for 
ending discriminations. 
-""  ... -• 
V/171/1/74-E 
The notion of "equal pay"  adopted in these  collective  agreements 
wa~ defined  according to skill  (skilled or not  skilled).  The  national 
agreement  also  stresses that  supplementary  payments,  as  laid down  in the 
collective  agreements,  should  be  paid without  any  discrimination  due  to 
sex and  negotiations  have  been  carried out  on  that  subject at the  level 
of undertakings. 
In this regard,  a  special chapter  of  the  national agreement dealt 
with the  implementation  of  equal  pay within  the  largest field  of  11-mini-
mum  wage 11
1 '  i.e~  the  iron  and  metal  indu~try, with  a  view  to  ~liminating 
possibilities for  discrimination in the  wages  agreed  upon  locallyo  A 
co.mmi ttee  was  to  be  set up  immediately.  The  task  of  this  committee  was 
tci  work  out  main  lines of direction,  according to which  the  local negotia-
tions in the  firms  were  to  take  place,  arn·ong  tgese  directions  about  the 
wage  determination in the cases  where  men  and  women  in  the  same  firm 
perform  the  same  work.  These  local negotiations  were  to  be  finished 
by July 1,  1973~ 
The  national  agreement  also  deals  with collective agreements 
which  concern  only unskilled  female  workers,  viz  agreements  concluded 
by  the  K.A.F.  trad~ union  (whose  members  are all women).  The  wage~rate 
(standard)  laid  down  is the  same  as  that used  in agreements  covering 
men  and  v1omen. 
In  the public  sector,  the  principle of equal  pay  has,  following 
the  1973 National  Agreement,  been  applied  to all those  not  enjoying  the 
status of "civil servant". 
46o  In  1.!:.!:.~ 1  the  Employer  Labour  Conference,  a.n  independent  body 
representative  of  trade  unions  and  employers  including  the  Government 
in its capacity as  employer  negotiated  a  National Pay  Agreement  in July 
1972.  The  majority of workers  are  covered  by  the  terms  of this agreement. 
Clauses  5-16  of  the  Agreement  provide  for  the  submission  by  trade  unions 
of  claims  aimed  at narrowing  or  eliminating  the differences  in the rates 
of pay  of  men  and  women  in  certain circumstances,  that is when  the  job 
performed is the  same,  or  has  equal  value  or when  pay is differentiated - 48  ~· 
.on:  a  marriage  basis  e  These  claims  have  to  be :negotiated at industry 
and/or  company  level.  In November  1.972,  an  Equal  Pay  Cqmmissioner  was· 
appointed to the  Labour  Court  to  deal with  di~putes arising  from  the 
negotiation of  these claims. 
In accordance  with  the  terms of  the National  Agreement,  a  reduction 
of 17'V2.%  of  the  differences  between  the rates of  pay qf the  civil service 
:and  the .teaching :profession  ( 1)  differentiated  on  the  basis of marriage, 
took place,  with  effec.t  from  1st June  1973. 
'  47.  In  the United  Kingdom,  45  of  the  155  national collective .agreements 
and  wuges  regulation orders  showing  some  discrimination have  clauses 
guaranteeing phased movements  towards  equal  pay within  the  time  limit 
laid down  in the  Equal  Pay  Act,  1970.  In addition 90  agreements  show 
movements  towards  equal  pay in that they specify increases for  women 
which  are  greater in percentage  terms  than  those  fo~ men. 
Equal  Pay  has  been  introduced in a  number  of  cases,  e.g. Retail 
Co-operative Societie·s, . retail multiple  grocery  and retail meat.  Most 
clearing  banks  and  insurance  companies  also  have  equal  pay  for  women. 
(1)  Cf.  Para.  36~ - 49  - V/171/1/74-E 
III. ££!~~1ties met 
48.  p~~.!k is the  only  country where  - according  to  the  joint declar-
ation of  the  Government,  the  National  Confederation of Danish Trade  Unions 
(LoO.) .and  the Danish  Employers  Confederation  (D.A.)'- no  difficulties 
exist any  more,  because  the  ..  nrinciple  of  equal  pay has ·been  acknowledged 
and  implemented. in the Danish  labour  market  - for  the  private as well  as  .  \ 
for  the  public  sector  - since  the  conclusion  of  the national  agreement 
in April  1973(1). 
49.  In ~lan_~, the  es~imated cost  to  the  Exchequer  as  at January, 
1973,  of the  full application of  equal pay.in  the  Civil Service,  the 
teaching  profession;  local  a~thority services  and  health services and 
of  consequent  pay  adjustments in  the  army  was  in the rsg:2on  of £14 .5m. 
However,  the  Equal  Pay Bill at present before  Parliament(~~ovides for 
the  full application of  equal  pay  by  the 31st  December,  1975. 
50.  In the ~e;-~,  the  main  difficulties being  enco'.mtered 
by  employers  in introducing  equal  pay  were,  in short,  the  complexities 
of adjusting  agreements  and  pay  structures,  the  problems  of altering 
established differentials,  collective  bargaining  arrangements,  effects 
on  costs,  ignorance  of  the  Act  and uncertainty about  its interpretation. 
The  pace  at which particular industries  have  progressed  towards 
equal pay has. largely reflected the· relative  complexity of  the  probl~~n 
involved. 
Section  9  of the  Act  enabled  the Secretary of State  for  Employment 
to introduce  a  statutory order  providing  for  women's  rates of pay to  be 
raised to at least 90% of men's  rates by  31  December  1973,  if it appear-
ed  expedient  to  him  to  do  so  to  secure  ord-erly progress  towards  equal 
treatment  for  men  and  women.  The  White  Paper  11The  Programme  for  Controlling 
(1)  For  the  position of  the  Commission,  on  this  point,  see  "Conclusions", 
Para.  51. 
(2) The  Bill was  passed on  25th  .rune  1974 - 50  - V/171/1/74-E 
Inflation  s  The  Second Stage"  (Cmnd  5205),  published in January  1973, 
announced  the  Government's  intention not  to  introduce  such  an  order. 
! 
The  TUC  has  consistently urged.on  the  Government  the  d~sirability 
of introducing an  order  under Section 9.  This  reflects, their  view, 
expressed while  th~ _legislation  was  being  enacted,  that it provided  too 
long  a  period  for  implementation.  The C.B.I.,  on  the  othe~ hand~ lias 
opposed  an  order. 
The  Pay  Code  for  Stage 2  of  the  Government's  Counter-Inflation 
Policy,  which was  in operation  up  to  6  November  1973,  provided  however 
that  the  gap  between men's  and  women's  rates  could  be  reduced  by  up  to 
one•third.  The  Pay  Code  for  Stage 3,  which  operated  from  7  November, 
provided for  the  differential  to  be  reduced  by  up  to  one  half.  In  both 
cases,  the  e.mounts  involved  did  not  courit  towards  the  amount  available 
for  general increases in pay  allowed  by  the policy,  provided  that no 
other  increase affecting the  group  concerned  h~d the effect of widening 
the  differentials between  men's  rates  ~nd women's  rates in percentage 
terms~  Although  the  Codes  put  employers  under  no  obligation to make 
progress  towards  equal  pay,  these  provisions  were  intended  to  encourage 
employers  to  meke  orderly  progr~ss  :  between  2  April  1973  and  30  November 
1973,  1519  agreements  which  included movement  towards  equal  pay were 
reported·to the  Pay Board. 
(.  l  . 
Indeed  the  Government  has  consistently emphasised its commitment 
to  the introduction of full  equal  pay  by  the  target  date  of December 
1975.  As  part  of  a·campaign  to  remi~d employers  of their obligations, 
.the Department  of Employment  published  on  11  June  1973  a  leaflet entitled 
"Equal  Pay  - What  Are  You  Doing About  i t?11  which  offers advice  on  how  to. 
set about  implementing  the  Ast's provisions.  The  leaflet was  distributed 
to  some  4oo,ooo  employers,  all the  Wage  Councils. and  others.  The  De-
partmantts Manpower  Advisers  are  also  available  to  advise  firms  on  the 
implementation of  the  Act,  and  have  been·gi,ving  an  increasing  amount  of 
attention to  equal  pay. .-51  - V/171/1/7~~-E 
C 0  N C L  U S  I  0  N S 
51.  At  the  end  of  this first period of the  application  of  the Treaty 
of Accession,  the  Commission  acknowledges  the  due  value  of those  efforts 
alree.dy undertaken  and  the  results  already  obtained  - although at  different 
degrees  - in  the  three  nevJ  Member  States  to,;ards  implementing  the  principle 
of equal  pay  for  equal  work  for  men  and  women.  However,  it is clear that 
the  situation in each  of_  the  three  countries is not  yet  completely satis-
factory  and  particularly,  as  might  be  expected,  where  the si  t1:ation  \vas 
more  difficult at  the  start.  Consequently,  it appears  that  a  set of. 
initiatives is needed  both  by  the  public  authorities  and  by  the  social 
pa1:t:..1ers  so  that this  11rinc iple of  equal  pay  may  be  fully implemented 
as  soon  as  possible.  Thus,  the  Commission  c~n ~nly confirm,  in respect 
of the  new  Member  States,  the.guid~lines presented in  the  "Conclusions" 
of its latest "Report  to  the  Council  on  the  application of the principle 
of  equal  pay  for  men  and  women  - Situation  on  the  31  Decemher  ~972" 
(doc~  SEC(73)  3000  final of 18th July 1973). 
As  a  matter  of  fact,  if one  considers  the  field  for  which public 
authorities  ar~ directly responsible,  it is  found  that  only  the  United 
Kingdom  possesses  an  Act  ~hich has  introduced  the principle  of Article 
119  into its domestic  legal  system  to  take  completely  effect at  the  end 
of  1975.  In  Ireland,  the  Government  has  introduced  a  Bill in the  DAIL 
which  p~ovides for  the  application of this principle  by  the  end  0f  1975 
as  well~
1 )In Denmark,  no  intervention in law is being  consider~d at 
present in this  field which is deemed  to  be  the  sole responsibility of 
the  social partn.:;rs.  Wage  discrimination  towards  women  still exists in 
the  public  service in Ireland  and in Wage  Regulation  Orders  in the 
United  Ki~gdom and  Employment  Regulation  Orders  in Ireland. 
This  situation is reflected in collective  agreements  .. :  examples 
of direct  discrimin~tions not  only  on  the  level  of rates  of  pay  but  also 
on  the  level of  job classification are still numerous  in  Ire~nd and 
even  in the United  Kingdrim  where,  as  previously mentioned,  there  ex~.sts 
( 1 )Th3  Bill Has passed by Parlia:nent  on  25th Jl.ll1e  1974 ·- 52  - V/171/1/74-E 
' 
a  state of transition.  Compared  to  these  two  Member  States,  the situa-
tion in Denmark  is undoubtedly better and  especially so  since  the National 
Agreement  of 1973,  but  in the  absence  of legislation of  general applica-
tion  which would  allow any  worker  whatsoever  to  take  judicial action, 
eome  problems  can still be  posed  :  that  of workers  (although there  are 
few  of them)  not  covered  by  collective agreements;  that  of  legal guarantee 
cf respecting the principle  of  equal  pay  wh-=re  effective  earnings· are 
concerned  (the  wage-gap  and  the  wage-drift  are,  in fact,  important in 
that  country);  and  finally~  the  problems  which might  occur  due  to·the 
fact  that no  detailed professional classification  exists~ 
In  view  of this situation,  the  Commission  therefore invites the 
new  Member  States  tc  take or  to  further  the  necessary measures  to  bring 
into effect  the obligation contained in Article  119  of  the  EEC  Treaty. 
In particular,  it would  like to recall tnat it submitted  to  the  Council 
a  proposal for  a  Directive on  the approximation of legislation in Member 
States concerning the application of the principle of  equal  pay  (Doc. 
COM(73)  1927  final  of the  14th of November  1973)  which  purports to effect 
a  generalisation of certain standards  of minimum  protection,  in fields 
where  public authorities have  direct responsibility.  It also recalls 
its intenticn of inviting the  social·partners to  meet  at  the ·European 
level in order  to  negotiate  a  framework  agreement  which  would  cover 
aspects not  catered  for  in the  proposal  for  a  directive  and  in particular 
those  regarding· classifications of  occupations  in view  of  the  application 
of  equal pay. 